Abstract
Introduction
It is noted that globalization has brought about greater interdependency and interconnectedness in advancing international trade and cultural exchange among nations of the world [8] . Christopher Chase-Dunn in [48] distinguished at least five different dimensions of globalization namely: (i) economic (ii) political (iii) ecological constraints (iv) cultural values and institutions and (v) globalization of communication. In spite of the significant multidimensional transformation that globalization is exerting on the world, it is unfortunate that the impact is yet to be made fully manifest on Africa's development. For billions of the world's people, business-driven globalization means uprooting old ways of life and threatening livelihoods and culture [47 & 23] .
In mitigating the bottleneck hindering the efforts of nations like Africa to be substantially felt on the global development arena; components of its rich culture could be repackaged and disseminated using relevant digital technology devices. This would impact Africa's socio-ecocultural development and consequently serve as impetus for Africa to play its part towards globalization agenda. Research reveals that globalization can be partly a process to acquire local technology and science and to support local product development initiatives. This position is significant in the steps towards technology transfer made by developing nations like China, Japan, India, Brazil and so on. Yuan [62] argues that "it is imperative for developing countries, including the least developed (LDCs), to build research and development (R&D) capacities, without which they are likely to miss opportunities to upgrade their technologies, move up the development ladder and catch up with developed countries."
While it has been discovered that Africa's priceless artifacts have been inexplicably carted out and now constitute parts of the collections in major world museums, vast tangible and intangible relics of the heritage still exist in communities around Africa. The diversity of Africa's cultural traditions includes: art, music, games, fashion, architecture and oral literature, which serve to reinforce existing religious and social patterns [42] . Azi [7] speculates that this heritage has formed the bedrock for Africa's uniquely established political system, religious beliefs, language structure and indigenous technological practices. Unfortunately, elements of this unique tradition like the practice of oral storytelling, music and folklore are in danger of being lost [49] . Notably, the process of 'cultural globalization' warrants the broadcast of cultures globally, this is facilitated by the movement of people, objects, signs and symbols encapsulated in travels, book, music, art and crafts, films and other cultural artifacts.
Against which premise, this article posits that repackaging relevant aspects of Africa's unique cultural heritage as animated digital contents, would in no small way be vital in preserving and promoting the culture both locally and internationally. It would offer a medium for the diversification of the digital contents that makeup the global digital tapestry. Adams and Goldbard [1] ascertain that "diversity is a social asset and part of the cultural commonwealth requiring protection and nourishment." Olajide [45] argues in fact that "Africans could attain the desired industrial and technological breakthroughs, by looking inward and making their culture the core of national planning." The current accomplishment of Nigerian home movie industry attests to this assertion. Given its capacity to produce well over a thousand movies yearly, netting in 2008 an estimated US$250 to US$300 million [42] . In a global cinema survey released by UNESCO in 2009, Nigeria's Nollywood ranked second largest in the world after Bollywood [20 & 4] . Although, this attainment may be considered exceptional in the evolution of Africa's digital contents, it is no doubt that the industry's technical competence, management structure and revenue generation capacities require upgrading to meet modern standards. In spite of the industry's net worth, its percentage contribution, by the 2011 estimated US$103 billion global filmed entertainment industry's output [37] , is below zero. It is almost comparable to the cost of producing Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End, Hollywood's most expensive film in 2010 [61] . The challenge therefore is towards boosting the value of Africa's creative industry by improving its quality and global competitiveness. Furthermore, Kaloki [33] notes that Africa's total contribution in the global creative economy is almost negligible. Mbaye [34] affirms that the relatively marginal contribution of Africa to the world export of cultural goods is less than 1%. However, the creative industry's predicted growth over the next 20 years is to be dominated by small businesses, with criteria tied closely to the ICT sector overlapping around animation, audio, visual, etc. and focused on digital content and to a lesser extent, the cultural sub-sectors [17] . It is no doubt that with appropriate technical support, Africa's creative industry has the potential to propel its socio-eco-cultural progress to unimaginable heights. This can be achieved through advancing a tangible ICT-based creative resource that propagates Africa's unique cultural expression, reflecting its attitudes, beliefs, opinions, ideas, languages, values and artistic craftsmanship.
Problem Statement
While in advanced societies, governments is continually challenged to enhance social progress and foster prosperity for its citizens [41] , unfortunately, Africans (especially children) experience complex developmental environment hostile to ingenuous processes. This phenomenon may not be unconnected with Africa's multifaceted predicaments like: wars, diseases (e.g. HIV/AIDS, malaria and polio), famine, corruption, political instability and crime. Howard Gardner's view of intelligence is "the ability to solve problems through creating products of value in one's own culture" [36] . The challenge therefore is to initiate an African Renaissance agenda capable of positively growing the underexploited local content creative industry, towards transforming the people's lives using ICT devices.
Economic Development Directorate [17] argues that although, technologies around connectivity (e.g. internet and mobile telephony) and their convergence are still largely in their infancy, these industries have enormous growth potential to transform societies and economies. Mutua [38] agrees that digital content is a major contributor and driver of economic growth in developing countries. This may however be true in the case of countries like India, China, Japan, Malaysia, Brazil and Philippine, Pickett [46] asserts that India is probably the most popular destination for IT offshore outsourcing. On the other hand, Africa's digital contents are unsophisticated in terms of technical skills and equipment usage, hence too crude to possess a value proposition capable of attracting foreign investments or patronage in the international market place. Balancing Act [9] affirms that African films producers have often found it hard to get global distribution. Unfortunately, rich film and television markets support high value productions [12] .
The focus of this article therefore is to examine the structure of Africa's contemporary digital content development industry (i.e. Afrimation), especially with a view to evaluating its potential as a medium for promoting the African Renaissance agenda. Against which backdrop, it is essential foremost to recognize that being able to create unique contents addresses only a fraction of the challenge. Pertinent also is competence in: (a) re-using the contents in diverse technologybased applications (based on the convergence principle) and (b) developing the most appropriate business strategies (i.e. marketing, management, legal and public relations etc.). Mbaye [34] attests to the fact that, talent alone is not sufficient to build a competitive creative economy; there must be institutional, as well as political interventions.
Aim and Objectives
The aim of this paper is to examine the role of Afrimation in promoting Africa's rich cultural heritage, using relevant digital technology resources. The objectives include to: 
Repackaging Africa's Cultural Heritage in a Digital Age
According to Bhattacharjee [12] the impression given by some Western scholars is that the African continent made very little or no contributions to civilization and that its people are naturally primitive. Moreover, that this has unfortunately become the basis for racial prejudice and negative perception directed against all people of African origin. This is in spite of the fact that Africa's human and material resources were used in automating essential aspects of the 'civilization', like the Industrial Revolution. Encarta [19] describes as 'primitive', cultures with crudely simple technologies for providing comfort and efficiency. Of course, it can be hypothetically argued that, with the exception of Africa, early civilizations globally have shown evidences of fundamental paradigm shifts in their cultural practices and social philosophies, to address new technological challenges. On the contrary, Africans seems rather to be perpetual endusers of western technologies, still unable to grow a uniquely indigenous media half a century after independence.
This might not be unconnected to widespread corruption, mismanagement and adherence to ritualistic practices, as against economic prudency and adherence to scientific methods. Half a century after independence, this phenomenon makes it impossible to transform Africa's indigenous knowledge system (AIKS) into a contemporary technology-based system, in spite of all efforts emanating within and outside. These acts are considered highly retrogressive and deterrent to growth and development processes in a 21 st century civilization. However, positive cultural practices should be harnessed using digital technology resources and garnered into modernized local contents. Unfortunately, in embracing western ideologies by African pioneers of modern civilization, the process involved shrewd suppression of major aspects of Africa's uniquely established indigenous systems [7] . Frost [22] argues that embracing the symbols of American "pop" culture makes young people feel empowered and define a new youth elite.
Interestingly, this research is among series of local initiatives that advocate a paradigm shift, through repackaging components of Africa's traditional folkloric practices as digital technology contents of high artistic merit. The outcome of which can be varieties of indigenous contents disseminated via local and national TV networks, free-to-air satellite channels, Internet and as mobile phones apps. According to Discop [] Africa's population of 840 million has household TV ownership of 42 million. Mobile phone subscriptions have grown faster in Africa than in any other region in the world since 2003 [55] . Internet Usage Statistics [29] also asserts that Africa's internet usage had grown from 4.5 million in 2000 to 139.9 million in 2011. ICT is a sector that is expected to continue to grow driven by developments in new technology; trends include a shift towards activities such as software, media, content and services [16] .
Further, these developments together with the advent of network technologies such as broadband Internet, digital interactive television, and mobile and wireless communications, are creating huge new markets for ICT. Unfortunately, apart from assemblage, no single electronic hardware (like TV, video or cell phone) has been successfully developed fully from Africa, yet the region offers a very viable market for these devices. However, worthwhile efforts are being made towards software development, notable among them are applications such as: Buni TV a new pan-African web and mobile video distribution platform created by Buni Media, specifically focused on contents created in Africa or about Africa. It is aimed at revolutionizing the distribution of African video [8] . Essoungou [21] observes that "in South Africa, MXit, a free instant messaging application with an estimated 7 million users, is the most popular local social networking platform." Also that, "from Abidjan and Accra to Lusaka and Nairobi, African programmers are designing, testing and launching new homegrown platforms and tools to keep the African online conversation going". Also, is an initiative like: UNICEF's sponsored Sara cartoon project which offered a mouth piece for the girl-child against gender discrimination and other unwholesome African customs and traditions [33] . According to Iwunze [30] Mark of Uru was created as an animated web-based series by an upcoming animator Obinna Onwuekwe; it is an African folkloric and mythological tale on the challenges of young Azuka. Similarly, the Tinga Tinga Tales produced by Kenya's Homeboyz Company, integrated both the traditional Tinga Tinga painting techniques of Tanzania and African traditional animal folktales [50] . All of which present assorted contemporary indigenous platforms for repackaging and propagating Africa's rich cultural heritage, for local and international TV audiences and mobile internet social network applications.
Defining Local (Digital) Content
Local content concept range from variety of products that emanate from specific localities, like oil and gas from Brazil, automotive parts from China, creative contents from India or South Africa. This article however is centered on creative contents. Bhattacharjee [11] defines local content as "programming produced under the creative control of nationals of a country." For instance, in Australia, a local animated program's requirement stipulates that the production designer, character designer, supervising layout artist, supervising storyboard artist or key background artist should be Australian. Other countries may have even more detailed definitions of local content. Mutua [37] considers local content as content produced locally and consumed locally or (and) globally. However, given the circumstances of content development in Africa local content as referred in this article may constitute any digital technology content that integrates relevant components of Africa's cultural heritage, packaged as: computer software, film, animation, cinema, CD/DVD, video or computer games, mobile phone apps. Against which backdrop, the concept of Afrimation is considered to be local digital contents directly or indirectly predisposed to Africa's development and characterized by one or more of the following factors:
(a) Cultural relevance, in terms of: Below is a discourse on significant local content initiatives, highlighting their capacity to advance Africa's socio-eco-cultural development in this era of digital technology revolution.
Afrimation in the Diversification of Global Digital Contents
This paper considered 6 contemporary local content projects namely: Kabongo, Tinga Tinga Tales (i) Kabongo -Kabongo is an animated series produced by Pictoon Studio in Senegal, which was set up in 1998 by Pierre Sauvalle together with his Co-Director Aïda Ndiaye (a businesswoman) [60] . Sauvalle [49] argues that "unless we know how to sell our culture, others will sell it for us." In view of which philosophy Pictoon studio initiated an animated series, narrating the adventures of an African hero Kabongo and his singing monkey Golo (shown in Figure 2 ). He seeks a worthy child to whom he can pass his art and skills. Interestingly, Kabongo was the first 2D animation series to be entirely made in Africa and in December 2003 the project enjoyed an international broadcast on the Canal France International (CFI) satellite service. Pierre Block de Freiberg the Programming Director of CFI asserts "it is a magnificent, very ambitious and very African series" [49] . While the Kabongo series advocates the transmission of Africa's cultural heritage to the world via the digital media, Pictoon's production of The General Assembly of Diseases enlightens the African audiences on the dangers of diseases (see Figure 2 ). [26] (ii) Tinga Tinga Tales -The Homeboyz Entertainment Company in Kenya produced the Tinga Tinga Tales, a very colorfully rendered children's folktale series. According to Tiger Aspect [52] Claudia Lloyd (Figure 2 below) promoted the 52 episodes programme at the Disney Playhouse and CBeebies, it adapted the painting technique originated by Edward S. Tingatinga. Figure 4 below is a poster showing a cross-section of its unique 2D animated characters used in telling the African animal stories. The project was spearheaded by Tiger Aspect Productions in the UK. Bynum [13] affirms that Tinga Tinga Tales incorporated a vivid visual taste suitable to its inquisitive, homegrown animal folk stories like 'how the leopard got its spots' and 'why the zebra has stripes'. He affirms that the animated series was sold in 2010 to BBC and Disney. (iii) Zambezia -Triggerfish Studio in South Africa released within the American Film Market the promo of its first 3D animated feature film called Zambezia. Edward Noeltner, the sales agent of CMG disclosed that "distributors have been very excited by the 'quality' and 'standard' they've seen in the promo and sales negotiations are underway" [54] . The film tells the story of Kai (shown in Figure 5 below, in a flight scene) -a naïve, but high-spirited young falcon who travels to the bird city of Zambezia to discover the truth about his origins. Further, in defending the city he learns how to be part of a community [55] . Of course, citizenship and communalism are two fundamental virtues of the Africa cultural philosophy which Kai displayed. It is noteworthy that Triggerfish Studio received funding from the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC), Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF). Source: www.animationsa.org/community/press-releases/triggerfish/zambezia-takes-flight [54] (iv) The Lion of Judah -The Lion of Judah is South Africa's first full length CGI film being produced by Sunrise Productions South Africa, which was carried out in collaboration with Animated Family Films Incorporated, Florida. According to Squidoo [51] the film was released in 2010, conveying a heart-warming account of the Easter Story as seen through the eyes of a bold lamb called Judah (Georgina Cordova). The 3D animated movie is a roaring adventure with Judah (a heroic lamb); Slink (a rat and leader of the group); Jack (a donkey with an attitude); Boss (a street-smart raven); Esmay (a motherly cow) and a few others ( Figure 6 ) [15] . Furthermore, Greenleaf [25] affirms that all casts are stable animals and featured the voice talents of Academy Award-winners: Ernest Borgnine, Georgina Cordova, Scott Eastwood, Michael Madsen and others. (v) Magic Cellar -Magic Cellar is a highly successful South African 3D animated series produced by Morula Pictures, it was the first of its kind based on African culture successfully sold to the US Home Box Office (HBO) channel. HBO Family [25] affirms that the folktales were collected from community elders. Mfundi Vundla, 58, who owns Johannesburg's Morula Pictures, South Africa's largest black-led studio, said his productions are meant to counter the perception of "Africans as unsophisticated, superstitious idiots who visited witch doctors to solve problems." It employs 60 people and dozens of actors. Parents need to know that this imaginative animated series exposes kids to African folktales that are acted out by a multicultural group of characters, typifying the South African multiracial characteristic. Figure 7 shows a cross-section of these characters. The show celebrates the oral history that is central to African traditions and draws parallels between the tribal stories and scenarios that kids will relate to, like "disputes among friends" and "feeling let down by a parent." Lessons in patience, generosity, fairness and honesty are central to this worthwhile series [2] . [6] . It has also been published in a few elite journals. However, the i-CLAP model is still in the formative development state and still seeking corporate partnership or grant for full implementation into the early childhood education.
The Benefits of Promoting the Afrimation Industry
It is interesting to note that in order to make these accomplishments; the 6 afrimation companies had to secure international corporate partnership, receiving international funding assistance and signed-up broadcast deals with renowned media organizations. Victor Kyalo argues that "it is important with the landing of the fiber optic cables that we…produce local digital contents and not just 'access' other people's contents" [38] . Against which backdrop, there is the need for a concerted effort by all stakeholders, towards promoting Africa's growth and future development, which can also be carried out through the production of standard digital contents. These benefits can be seen in ways that include:
• Repackaging Africa's Rich Cultural Heritage: These Afrimation companies used advanced digital technology tools for repackaging and disseminating (i.e. preserving, promoting and projecting) Africa's rich cultural heritage in forms of animated television commercials and alternative indigenous educational technology resources. Notably, some of these companies were able to strike international broadcast deals with prominent media organizations likes of CFI, the BBC, Disney and HBO satellite channels. Having developed 'standard' African folkloric tales for local and global consumption, thereby adding diversity to the current global digital contents. This is no doubt a step ahead of the traditional dissemination of cultural ideologies through books, trade expos and the museum platforms. The African video-ondemand (VoD) internet platform with its headquarters in Dakar, Senegal, aims to help African film makers, producers and distributors disseminate their content globally and provide more visibility for Africa's film-makers. Adding that the initiative's main sponsor is the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) Films, the ACP-EU co-operation programme to support the cinema and audiovisual sector in ACP countries [9] .
• Enhancing International Business Partnership: Of course, international partnership has immediate and long-term socio-economic benefits on Africa and its people. Socially, this provided cooperative and mentorship opportunities between local and international organizations. For instance, relationships with organizations like Tiger Aspect Productions, UK, Animated Family Films Incorporated, Florida and Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), Rochester, New York, served as springboard for uplifting some of these local projects to international digital frontiers. Furthermore, business partnership with international organizations offered local companies the needed leverage for penetrating the international animation business frontiers, thereby increasing their capacities to both secure international funding assistance and or bigger business deals. For instance, Triggerfish Studio and the i-CLAP model project both received funding assistance from both local and foreign organizations, towards alleviating the cost of their accomplishments.
• Render Auxiliary Professional Services: These companies indulged in rendering auxiliary professional commercial services for local and international clients, ranging from the production of TV commercials, film titles sequences, new media designs, alternative indigenous instructional resources and designs for social media platforms. Through which process more funds were acquired to complement the operational capacities of these companies. Also, the development of skills and capacities to hundreds of local creative talents and emerging digital technologists, among who are artists, designers, scriptwriters, video editors and computer programmers.
For instance, the creative content economy, which includes the broadcast, film, music, art, publishing, advertising, animation and gaming industries, contributed in Kenya an estimated Sh25 billion ($30 million) to the economy last year [ ]. But this amounted to just one percent of the economy, compared to 5.1 percent in Jamaica, 11.2 percent in the US and four percent in Latvia. According to Verizon White Paper [59] as advanced technologies reach emerging new markets, they allow hundreds of millions of people to earn wages that can lift them out of poverty and place them into a new, rapidly growing middle class.
• Provision of Offshore Outsourcing Services: Some of the companies also offered offshore animation outsourcing services for some European and American companies seeking to contract out some or all of their animation projects to other companies at lower-costs. Greenhouse [24] affirms that when outsourcing involves the contracting of service operations to foreign countries, it is called offshore outsourcing. It is important to note that some of the local companies offered outsourcing services similar to what is found in Japan, China and India, which enhanced their revenue bases, technical competences, employment creation capacities and export earnings. Hence, the development is considered very positive on Africa's digital technology landscape.
It is noted that the aforementioned benefits are evidences that the African heritage is not about violence, starvation, diseases, crime or corruption, nor are Africans comfortable with being donor recipients or adherents of unscientific methods in solving problems. Arowolo [3] laments that "two hundred years or so of colonization were not only destructive in terms of cultural heritage and values for which Africa was famous before colonialism, but also precariously retrogressive as the continent was robbed of decades of opportunities for self-development, self-government and self-styled technological developmental pace." According to [12] 
Partnership Strategies for Afrimation Development
It is apparent that in order to meet changing operational circumstances, new technologies, new competitors and new economic and social challenges, Africa's animation companies required new business strategies. Hence, a number of them had to restructure their business models, the essence being towards exerting the most impact on the local audience as well as frontiers beyond Africa. According to Investopedia [31] "a business models refers to the plan implemented by a business on how to generate revenue and make profit from its operations." Mutua [38] affirms that worldwide, digital content activities are transforming traditional industry structures and business models. These changing tides brought to bear new business models that took cognizance of the indispensability of corporate partnership as a blueprint for the industry's success. Interestingly, the British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, in initiating the Commission for Africa in 2004, recommended the need to work together in partnership as a new era [58] . Against which backdrop, to help in developing, implementing and sustaining its operations in West Africa, Sesame Workshop consented to the formation of strategic partnerships [18] .
Therefore, a fundamental component of the new business strategy, was securing parts of their revenues through funding assistance in forms of grants, donations or contributions from organizations abroad. Both i-CLAP and Zambezia received such assistance. In terms of production locations, it is indicative that Tinga Tinga Tales, Kabongo, Zambezia, i-CLAP and The Lion of Judah were partly produced locally and partly with their corporate partners abroad. Certainly, Kabongo's post-production work was carried out in France and i-CLAP's entire Computer Graphics work in Rochester, New York.
Afrimation and the African Renaissance Agenda
A significant emerging trend evident among contemporary afrimation businesses was to establish corporate partnership with relevant international companies or organizations for technical training and financial supports. Through this process the selected local companies were strengthened and provided a platform to project their unique creative merchandises onto the global digital technology arena. Wherefrom, some of them met venture capitalists and struck decent promotional, partnership or sale deals. In concordance with the Economic Development Directorate [17] which ascertains that the continent needs serious investments to develop its infrastructure base and local innovative approaches towards mobilizing its human and material resources.
Also, the African Information Society Initiative (AISI) and the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) posit that the international community, such as development agencies and donors, are key partners in promoting ICTs for development in Africa. It is no doubt that these new strategies offer a means towards reinvigorating Africa's frail but promising local content industry and sustaining its operations. Of course, this is in harmony with the 'publicprivate-partnership' (PPP) agenda of the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), which [43] embraces a holistic integrated sustainable development initiative for the social and economic revival of Africa. The essence is towards discouraging the total reliance on government and local markets by African entrepreneurs, instead looking to set up partnerships with international business organizations as stepping stones for reaching the global marketplace. Figure 10 above for event poster). It was conducted by Sylvie Bringas, an animator from the Royal College of Art and Westminster University both in London. While it would cost about $20,000 to $30,000 annually to acquire animation training abroad (based on RIT, Rochester's fees), these trainings were conducted free. Interestingly, the seeds sown during these series of training activities have germinated and produced dozens of young indigenous creative animators, who have blazed new trails in the business in Africa. Through setting up contemporary animation studios and producing exceptional contemporary African indigenous digital contents, as well as provide training for enthusiastic youths towards sustaining the set legacies.
Conclusion
Despite of Africa's multifaceted predicaments like wars, diseases and corruption, its rich cultural heritage is a potential resource for its local content development industry towards transformation and growth. This assertion is supported by the recent developments in digital technology in Africa, exemplified by the accomplishments made by contemporary animation projects like Kabongo, Tinga Tinga Tales, Zambezia to mention but a few. This Africa's digital revolution was triggered by the series of internationally funded training workshops, made possible through partnership, collaborative and mentorship opportunities availed to local animation artists, designers and scriptwriters.
The goal of which was to enhance the technical knowhow of local animation practitioners and avail them with new technical skills and venture creation opportunities towards advancing the structure of the creative industry in Africa. Of course, digital technology requires high technical competence that converged between art, design, technology and cultural anthropology, as well as other relevant disciplines. In fact, this article concludes that this development can provide the needed impetus for a positive transformation of Africa's rich cultural heritage into contemporary globally competitive digital contents. This is especially essential with a view towards advancing the African Renaissance agenda, in this digital technology revolution era. Thereby, enhancing the quality of its people's life and turning the region into a dynamic and successful economy and hub for foreign investors.
